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 123 East 4th St, P.O. Box “B” · Newton KS 67114-0894 Telephone (316) 283-8000 · Fax (316) 283-7400 

   
The B&C Standby Alternator System for the Bonanza 

 
The B&C Standby Alternator system continues to earn the acclaim of Bonanza owners around 
the world for its ease of operation and dependability.  STC/PMA approved for installation on the 
J35 (1958 model) through the A36 (factory-equipment on A36 after 2000; and on current-
production G36).  Eligible serial numbers are detailed on page 3. 
 

 
 
In operation, the B&C Standby Alternator system monitors the aircraft bus voltage in the 
background, automatically signaling its operation to the pilot through a panel-mounted 
annunciator light (which also doubles as a standby alternator load monitor).  If the primary 
alternator should fail in flight, the Standby Alternator system will sense the resulting drop in bus 
voltage and automatically activate.  Rated to provide 20 amps of power to support continued 
flight, if load requirements exceed 20 amps the panel-mounted annunciator will flash, alerting 
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the pilot to the condition.  Reducing load usage to 20 amps or less will cause the annunciator to 
cease flashing and illuminate in a steady state.  The pilot may choose equipment needed for the 
given flight conditions by simply keeping the total load below the flashing point of the 
annunciator.  This will reserve battery energy for transient loads, (gear, flaps, landing lights, etc.) 
during approach.  Loads may be beyond the flashing point of the annunciator for up to five (5) 
minutes without damaging the standby alternator. 
 

 
 

Installation Notes 
 
Aircraft equipped with electroluminescent (“EL”) switch panels will need to have the 
nomenclature on the lower left hand “EL” panel changed during installation to comply with the 
FAR’s. We have arranged with the OEM supplier of these panels to make a special production 
run with correct nomenclature for our system.  For 1984 and newer A36/A36TC/B36TC’s, new 
5.25” x 17” “EL” panels are available for $495.00 with exchange.  For 1972 through 1983 
A36’s, and 1970 through 1994 F33/F33A/F33C’s, a new 2” x 11” panel is available for $495.00 
with exchange. 
 

 
 
Aircraft equipped with factory air conditioning may also require the AC compressor mounting 
casting to be modified with a relief for alternator clearance, depending on the aircraft model 
year.  This bracket must be removed, stripped of all hardware, and sent to B&C for modification 
Note: aircraft produced since mid-year 2000, or aircraft which have recently had this part 
replaced, will already have this modification. 
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B & C Specialty Products Inc. 

STC No. SA00724WI 
Bonanza Standby Alternator Approved Models List 

 
Model Serial Numbers 

J D5062, D5331 thru D-5725 

K D-5726 thru D-6161 

M D-6162 thru D-6561 

35-33 
CD-1 thru CD-224, CD-233, CD-234, CD-236, CD-241, 

CD-246 thru CD-250 

35-A33 

CD-225 thru CD-232, CD-235 
CD-237 thru CD-240 
CD-242 thru CD-245 
CD-251 thru CD-387 

35-B33 CD-388 thru CD-813 

35-C33 CD-814 thru CD-1118 

E33 CD-1119 thru CD-1234 

F33 CD-1235 thru CD-1254 

N35 D-6562 thru D-6841 

P35 D-6842 thru D-7139 & D-7141 thru D-7309 

S35 D-7140 & D-7310 thru D-7976 

V35/TC D-7977 thru D-8598 

V35A/TC D-8599 thru D-9068 

V35B/TC D-9069 and after 

35-C33A CE-1 thru CE-179 

E33A CE-180 thru CE-289 

E33C CJ-1 thru CJ-25 

F33A CE-290 and after 

F33C CJ-26 and after 

G33 CD-1255 thru CD-1304 

36 E-1 thru E-184 

A36 E-185 and after 

A36TC EA-1 thru EA-241 & EA-243 thru EA-272 

B36TC EA-242 & EA-273 and after 
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Range of Applications 

 
The B&C Specialty Products Standby Alternator System has been installed on every new 
Bonanza as standard equipment since mid-year 2000.  Mooney International and Quest Aircraft 
have adopted this same system, as well (factory-installed on the Ovation and Acclaim since June 
1996; and on the Kodiak since 2008).  B&C has STC/PMA Standby Alternator systems for 
Cessna 210 and Piper PA32 aircraft, also, and has cooperated on an STC/PMA Standby 
Alternator installation for Cessna 182 and 206 aircraft with Lycoming powerplants. 
 
For individuals interested in obtaining one-time field approvals on aircraft not yet covered by the 
STC, a general system wiring diagram has been provided to assist in these efforts.  We will 
continue to work on STC’s for other models.  Please, let us know if you are interested in the 
Standby Alternator system for your aircraft and feel free to call if you have any questions. 
 
 

  
Pricing (as of 9/17) 

 
BC410-1 Alternator and Regulator w/ STC (specify 14v or 28v) $2200.00  
410-500-3 Installation Kit (specify 14v or 28v) $435.00  
410-329 “EL” Panel, 5.25” x 17” (‘84 - 2005 A36/A36TC/B36TC) $495.00 exchange 
410-337 “EL” Panel, 2” x 11” (’72 - ‘83 A36; ’70 - ‘94 F33/F33A/F33C) $495.00 exchange 
Air Conditioning Bracket Modification (if equipped with factory A/C) $150.00  
  


